Abstract-To benefit from data aggregation in large scale sensor networks, an aggregation point, i.e. the place where data are aggregated, must be close to sources. In event triggered sensor networks, this can be achieved by dynamically constructing a tree connecting the sources rooted at a nearby node. However, this incurs high control and maintenance overhead. With static trees, the distance (1:\) between sources and the aggregation point can be as high as O(n) [1] where n is the number of nodes in the network. This diminishes the benefit of data aggregation, thereby limiting the scalability of static trees. In this paper we propose AFT, a structure with multi-level overlapping clusters. Packet forwarding decisions on AFT are made on the fly when packets are being forwarded and it bounds the distance between the aggregation point and sources by 0 (£5) irrespective of network size, where £5 is the diameter of the event. This guarantees that packets can be aggregated near sources without the overhead of constructing a dyanmic structure and therefore is scalable. We prove that in the worst case, AFT guarantees aggregation at a node that is at most 2(1 + J'f3)£5 away from the sources.
I. INTRODUCTION With advances in sensor and wireless technologies, largescale city-wide deployment of sensor networks will become feasible in the near future. Such sensor networks can provide platforms for various applications, including fire detection [2] , vehicle tracking [3] , and biochemical hazards detection [4] . Sensors collaborate on sensing and reporting tasks which provide an autonomous surveillance system to monitor our surrounding environment. One key to the success for such a large sensor network deployment will be scalability since sensors are highly resource constrained devices.
In this paper we focus on data aggregation for event-based applications in large-scale sensor networks. Data aggregation is an effective technique for conserving communication energy in sensor networks. In sensor networks, the communication cost is often several orders of magnitude larger than the computation cost. Due to inherent redundancy in raw data collected from sensors, in-network data aggregation can often reduce the communication cost by eliminating redundancy and forwarding only the extracted information from the raw data.
Various data aggregation approaches have been proposed for data gathering applications and event-based applications. In data gathering applications, such as environment and habitat monitoring [5] , [6] , nodes periodically report sensed data to the sink. As the traffic pattern is unchanging, fixed structure-based approaches [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] incur low maintenance overhead and are 1-4244-2575-4/08/$20.00 @2008 IEEE therefore suitable for such applications. However, in eventbased applications, such as intrusion detection [18] , [19] and biochemical hazard detection [4] , the sources are not known in advance. Therefore the approaches that use fixed structures can not efficiently aggregate data [17] , while the approaches that change the structure dynamically incur high maintenance overhead [20] , [21] . More recently two other paradigms for aggregation have been proposed, namely, structure-free [22] , [23] and semi-structure [24] approaches. However the structure-free approach is not scalable in large sensor networks [24] and the semi-structure approach requires the knowledge of maximum event size for optimal performance.
Observing the insufficiency of current approaches, we propose AFT, Alternative Forwarding Tree, for event-based applications to guarantee scalable data aggregation irrespective of network size, event size, and event location. AFT uses a multilevel, interleaved cluster-based structure, with exponentially increasing cluster size at each level. At each level, packets will be forwarded to an upper level cluster which covers adjacent clusters that have packets for aggregation. Forwarding decisions are made by the nodes on the fly solely based on local information. This guarantees that packets will be aggregated near the sources without incurring high control overhead as dynamic-structured approaches do, and therefore is scalable to any network or event size. This paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a scalable data aggregation structure that achieves early aggregation for event-based applications.
• We prove that the distance the packets traveled before they are aggregated is bounded by a constant factor, which is 2(1 + JI3), of the event diameter.
• We conduct extensive large-scale simulations and show that AFT does guarantee the bound for aggregation. The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section II presents background and related work. Section III presents the AFT structure and forwarding rules. Section IV discusses implementation and design issues. The performance evaluation of the protocols using simulations is presented in Section V. Finally Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Current works on forwarding data to facilitate data aggregation can be sorted into three categories: static structure a scalable structure for event-based applications. However, ToD guarantees early aggregation when the maximum event size is known. For some applications, such as intrusion detection, the event size can be determined because it depends on the sensing range of equipped sensors, such as PIR and magnetometer [30] . For other applications, such as fire detection, the size of an event can not be determined. ToD does not perform well when the event size is not known in advance. This leads us to design the AFT, a more flexible and low 
A. Tree-on-DAG
Tree-on-DAG (ToD) [24] is a scalable data aggregation structure. ToD guarantees the aggregation of packets near sources without incurring communication overhead for creating a dynamic structure. In ToD, the network is partitioned into cells, first-level clusters (F-clusters), and second-level clusters (S-clusters), as shown in Fig. 1 . When nodes are triggered by an event, they collect readings of the event and send these readings to their F-clusterhead. When a F-clusterhead receives these packets, it can learn which cells these packets originated from. Because ToD assumes a maximum event size and defines a cell to be greater than the maximum event size, an event will only trigger nodes in the same cluster or only adjacent clusters. Therefore an F-clusterhead can conjecture which cluster might cover the event, and forward the aggregated packet accordingly for further aggregation. In [24] four basic forwarding rules are defined to guarantee that packets can be fully aggregated within two steps of forwarding. These forwarding decisions are made solely based on the received data packets, without regarding any communication between neighboring nodes.
III. AFT -ALTERNATIVE FORWARDING TREE
In this section we describe the construction of AFT, Alternative Forwarding Tree, and forwarding rules on AFT. The goal of AFT is to guarantee aggregation ofpackets near sources for event-triggered applications irrespective of event size, shape, and location, without the overhead of constructing a dynamic structure. AFT achieves this goal by forwarding packets on a fixed hybrid structure with low maintenance overhead. First we briefly describe ToD, a multi-tree static structure which can achieve the same goal with fixed event size. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , [16] , [17] , dynamic structure [20] , [21] , [25] [26] [27] and structure-free/semi-structure approaches [22] [23] [24] . In this section we briefly review the pros and cons for each category.
Static structure approaches create a tree structure in advance to forward packets. As the tree is static, it incurs low maintenance overhead. If sources are known in advance, an optimal tree can be constructed for data aggregation. However in event triggered networks, sources are not known in advance. A tree might have long stretch between adjacent nodes [28] [29] . A stretch of two nodes u and v in a tree T on a graph G is the ratio between the distance from node u to v in T and their distance in G. Long stretch implies packets from adjacent nodes have to be forwarded many hops away before they are aggregated. It has been shown that for any graph, the lower bound of the average stretch is o(log(n)) [29] , and it can be as high as 0 (n) for the worst case [1] .
Dynamic structure-based approaches create a tree dynamically when forwarding packets to the sink. As the structure is created dynamically, it can be optimized according to the locations of the sources. However in mobile event scenarios, sources change as the event moves, and the structure has to be adjusted to accommodate the new set of sources. The adjustment involves heavy message exchanges which might offset the benefit of aggregation in large-scale networks. In spatial database field, such as [25] [26] [27] , extensive query message propagation or communication between sources incurs high control overhead. In GIT [20] which based on Directed Diffusion, the interests have to be flooded to entire network periodically, even if there is no event. For DCTC, the energy consumption of tree expansion, pruning and reconfiguration is about 33% of the data collection [21] .
DAA [22] is the first proposed structure-free data aggregation protocol that can achieve high aggregation without incurring the overhead of structure-based approaches. DAA uses anycast to forward packets to one-hop neighbors that have packets for aggregation. It can efficiently aggregate packets near the sources and effectively reduce the number of transmissions. However, it does not guarantee the aggregation of all packets. As the network grows, the cost of forwarding packets that failed to get aggregated will negate the benefit of energy savings resulted from eliminating the control overhead.
In order to get benefit from structure-free approach even in large networks, ToD [24] uses an implicit structure to forward packets that are not aggregated by structure-free approach. ToD uses a flat and interleaved clustered structure to create a multi-tree graph, and forwards packets on one of the trees based on where packets originated from. This guarantees that packets will be aggregated near the sources. However, ToD requires the knowledge of maximum event size to partition a network into clusters for optimal performance, which limits its applicability.
AFT is different from the above approaches as AFT guarantees the aggregation of packets within a fixed distance to the sources without incurring high control overhead. The distance between the aggregation point and the sources in AFT is a small constant factor of event size. This property makes AFT
C. Alternative Forwarding on AFT
In AFT, nodes first aggregate their packets within their level one Q-clusters. After that, packets will be forwarded up on the AFT for further aggregation of packets from different clusters. In this section we define the forwarding rules used by AFT that are designed to guarantee that the number of steps of forwarding packets will be bounded by a constant factor of the event diameter.
1) Asumptions: First, we assume that there is a cluster-head in each cluster at each level and each cluster-head knows its parent cluster-heads in the higher level. Second, the clusterhead has the ability to know which neighboring clusters at the same level have packets for aggregation. We will describe how cluster-heads achieve these in more details in Section IV. Third we assume that an event triggers nodes in contiguous clusters. For contiguous we mean that if we create a graph with level one Q-clusters as its vertices, there is an edge between two vertices if these two vertices represent two adjacent Q1 clusters, the vertices which represent Q1 clusters that are triggered by an event are connected. Here two Q1 clusters, Q1,i and Q1,j, are adjacent only if Q1,j is the left, right, top, or bottom adjacent cluster of Q1,i.
2) AFT Forwarding Rules: The aggregators will forward packets based on which neighboring clusters have packets. At each level, aggregators will forward packets only to an upper level cluster that covers some of neighboring clusters that have packets. The intuition is, if packets are forwarded to an upper level cluster that covers a neighboring cluster that has packets, their packets will be aggregated if both clusters forward their packets to that upper level cluster. Due to the construction of AFT, such an upper level cluster always trees. At each level packets alternate between Q-clusters and A-clusters, thus the name Alternative Forwarding Tree, AFT. Note that switching between Q-clusters and A-clusters may not happen at each level and is governed by the forwarding rules to be discussed later. For case (c), the Ai will select the two Q-clusters and two A-clusters that cover it as its parent clusters.
1Throughout the paper, solid lines are used to indicate Q-clusters and dotted/dashed lines are used to indicate A-clusters control overhead protocol that guarantees early aggregation irrespective of event size.
B. Alternative Forwarding Tree
Alternative Forwarding Tree (AFT) is a multi-level structure that recursively splits nodes into different overlapping clusters at different levels based on their locations. At each level, a Q-cluster is composed of four Q-clusters at lower level. An A-cluster is also composed of four Q-clusters at lower level, but Q-clusters and A-clusters at the same level are overlapping with each other. The Q-clusters resemble the hierarchy of a Quad-tree [31] therefore they are named Q-clusters. A-clusters serve as Alternative Clusters to provide alternative choices for packet forwarding and therefore are named A-clusters. Before we start describing the construction of AFT, we define these two terms that will be used throughout the paper. The aggregator selects the A i + 1 cluster that covers all Qi-l clusters that have packets. (c) The aggregator randomly selects one Qi+l cluster that covers a Qi-1 cluster that has packets but whose data has not been received.
Following these forwarding rules at each level, the packets will be forwarded between the Q-clusters and A-clusters to achieve early aggregation without control overhead. In the next section we will show that using these rules, packets can be aggregated at or before level i + 2 cluster if the size of the area of sources can be covered by the size of a level i cluster.
D. Guaranteed Early Aggregation
In this section we are going to show that if the area of an event can be covered by a cluster of size equal to the size 12: Forward to sink 13: else if (C has only one parent) then 14: Forward to C's parent cluster Because Ai is the most constrained cluster, no cluster in NQ(Qi-l,j) (sibling clusters with the same Qi cluster parent), for 1~j~4, will have packets, and at least two of the Qi-l clusters will have packets. Therefore their packets will be forwarded to Ai (Rule QR3).
Using the same argument as in Lemma 1, packets from A i -l ,5 will be forwarded to Ai (Rule AR2) and packets from Ai-l,l to A i -l ,4 will be forwarded to Ai (Rule AR3. 2) , and this completes the proof.
• To prove the bound of /)., we show that in the worst case, /). < 2(1 + /13) 8. The worst case happens when packets are aggregated at a level i +2 cluster. For packets to be aggregated at a level i+ 2 cluster, the event can not be fully covered by any level i or i + 1 clusters, else packets will be aggregated before a level i + 2 cluster (Lemma 1 and 2). For an event not to be fully covered by any level i or i + 1 clusters, the event must cover an intersection point of Qi+1 and A i +1 clusters, such as Xl or X 2 in Fig. 7b . Fig. 7b shows the worst case where the aggregator of Qi+2 is at the bottom-left comer of Qi+2.
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Proof: As shown in Fig. 6 , but now the Qi is an Ai cluster and is the most constrained cluster. Packets can only corne from four Qi-l clusters (which are covered by four different Qi clusters), Qi-l,l to Qi-l,4, or five A i-l clusters, Ai-l,l of clusters at level i, the packets can be aggregated within a cluster before or at level i + 2.
Property 1: In AFT, at each level, packets will only be forwarded to clusters that cover at least part of the event. This is evident because the forwarding rules in Section III-C for Q-clusters and A-clusters at each level will only forward packets to their parent clusters that cover at least some of clusters that have packets.
Definition 4: A most constrained cluster, Qi or Ai, for an event is the smallest Q-cluster or A-cluster that covers entire area of the event.
Lemma 1: If the most constrained cluster is a Q-cluster Qi at level i, the packets can be aggregated at Qi. Proof: As shown in Fig. 6 3 cluster, say Qi-2,k, must have packets. This is because the event is contiguous and Qi is the most constrained cluster. According to rule QR2, Qi-2,j will forward packets to the Qi-l,2 cluster, not the A i -l ,3 cluster. Therefore both of its Qi-2 child clusters covered by the Qi must have packets, and one of which forwards packets to the A i -l ,3. Therefore the packets will be forwarded to Qi (Rule AR3.1), and this completes the proof.
• Without loss of generality, we assume that the event covers XI, and the level i + 2 cluster is a Q cluster, Qi+2, since Qi+2 fully covers the event. Assume the length of one side of Qi is L i . The distance between the aggregator and XI is JI3L i .
Assume the diameter of the event, 6, is also L i . Therefore the distance between the farthest source and the aggregator is • IV. DISCUSSION 
A. Construction and Maintenance
In AFT, nodes need to know which cluster they belong to at first level so they can aggregate their packets to the corresponding aggregator. Furthermore, aggregators need to know their parent aggregators at higher level. In this section we first describe how clusters are created an then describe how the AFT is constructed.
We assume that nodes have the ability to know their physical location. Sensors can obtain their physical location by configuration at deployment, a GPS device, or localization protocols [32] , [33] . We also assume that nodes know the physical location of the sink. Without loss of generality, we assume the sink is located at (0, 0). In AFT we use grid-clustering with exponentially increased cluster size at each level; therefore nodes can determine which clusters they belong to at each level without any communication, given that their physical location and the size of a level one cluster are known.
Once clusters are determined, cluster-head selection protocols can be invoked to elect aggregators. After the aggregators at level i are selected, four level i aggregators can elect one of them as the aggregator at level i + 1. Cluster-head selection protocols are not in the scope of this paper. As our approach does not rely on any specific algorithm, many cluster-head selection algorithms for multi-level clusters, such as [17] , [34] , or hash-based techniques like GHT [35] or [24] , can be used.
To balance the energy consumption of nodes, the role of the aggregator has to be rotated among nodes. If hashbased approaches are used, such as the approach used in [24] , the changes of aggregators only incur restricted local synchronization overhead. Otherwise the new aggregator needs to inform its parent and child aggregators the update, which requires a constant number of messages with cost proportional to the size its cluster.
B. Irregular Network Topology
In this paper we assume that the network is a square for ease of description. However AFT can still be applied to amorphous network topology. This is attributed to the forwarding rules used in AFT. First, since the clusters are partitioned based on their physical location, nodes can determine their clusters irrespective of the network topology. The only difference is that there might be some clusters that do not have any node at all. For example, in simulations we have nodes randomly deployed in the network, and the random deployment makes void clusters. However, as described in Property 1, the forwarding rules will only forward packets to clusters that cover at least part of the event, Le. clusters that have nodes being triggered by the event, those empty clusters do not play a role in packet forwarding and do not have any impact on AFT. The only impact is that hash-based cluster-head selection, such as GHT, may not be adequate because it may hash the clusterhead to a location where this is no node at all.
C. Implementation of AFT
In AFT, we assume that aggregators at each level know which neighboring clusters have packets. For an aggregator at level one, this can be achieved by piggybacking neighboring cluster information in the packet from boundary nodes of the cluster. Boundary nodes can overhear packet transmission activities in neighboring clusters or through explicit announcements to learn if its neighboring cluster has packets. For an aggregator at higher levels, the information can be derived from aggregated packets from lower level aggregators.
Because each Qi or Ai cluster has four child Qi-l clusters and eight neighboring Qi-I clusters, we use three bytes to represent child Qi-l clusters (4 bits) and neighboring Qi-l clusters (8 bits) from which packets are being received, and child Qi-l clusters (4 bits) and neighboring Qi-l clusters (8 bits) from which packets are expected. Aggregators at higher level can infer which neighboring clusters have packets for aggregation from these three bytes received from lower level aggregators. However the precision of the information will be lower when they are propagated up on the AFT. For example, for an event that spans multiple clusters as shown in Fig. 8 , packets in cluster Ql will be sent to A 2 (Rule QR3), and might be forwarded to bottom Q-cluster (AR3.3). If four bits are used to represent if packets are being received, or not received, from the four child clusters, Q3 can know precisely that it has received packets from Q2,2 but not from Q2,1. However, when Q3 forwards the information to Q4, Q4 can only determine that either packets from Q3 have been received, or not, by using only four bits, one of which is for Q3. If Q 4 determines that packets have been received from Q 3, in some scenarios it may result in packets being forwarded to the sink earlier before they are fully aggregated. On the other hand, if Q4 determines that packets have not been received from Q3, in some other scenarios it may result in continued packet forwarding up on the AFT because the aggregators fail to conclude that all packets have been aggregated. Fig. 9 shows the percentage of cases in which packets are not fully aggregated among one million randomly generated events when we use three bytes to represent cluster states. The simulation is conducted on a 512 x 512 level-one clusters network by randomly selecting 2 to 512 contiguous level-one clusters as sources. In over 99% of the cases we can still aggregate all packets with only three bytes of information. This information will be lost when packets are forwarded to Q4 if only 4 bits are used to represent from which child clusters packets are being received. In this section we use simulations to evaluate the performance of AFT. Because our goal is to achieve efficient aggregation without incurring heavy control overhead, we compare AFT with two other approaches, Tree-on-DAG (ToD) and Quad-Tree (QT). Since the goal of AFT is to achieve scale-free data aggregation, we evaluate these protocols for large network deployment scenarios.
In all the simulations, unless otherwise mentioned, we randomly deploy 32,768 sensor nodes whose transmission range is 50m in a 4096m x 4096m network in order to create a connected network. Therefore each node has roughly 15 neighbors within transmission range. With our most powerful server which has two 64-bit 3GHz CPUs and 4GB memory, the ns2 simulator could not handle such large deployments. We use a custom-built simulator that does not simulate detailed packet-level behavior, such as collisions and queue-drops. This simulator allows us to trade off the level of detail with the size of the simulation while preserving accurate high level behavior of these protocols. All the simulation results are averaged from 10 different random network topologies.
A. Baseline Simulations
First we create an event of size 6 x 6 and move the event by 50m in X-axis or Y-axis each time, from (0, 0) to (4096 -8, 4096 -6). This simulates an event of size 8 x 8 triggering nodes at different locations in the network. The purpose of this simulation is to find out how often a "bad case" (i.e. an event triggering nodes at locations that make static structure approaches fail to aggregate packets near sources) occurs, and how much our approach can improve it. We use a hash-based cluster-head selection algorithms similar to that in [24] . For a cluster at level i, we select a node in a level-one cluster which is closest to the sink and is covered by the level i cluster as the cluster-head. In case of an aggregator failure, explicit notification has to be broadcast to nodes within the level-one cluster to re-elect a new aggregator. Since the overhead of reelection is the same for the three evaluated approaches, we do not particularly consider node failures in our simulation. Fig. 10 shows the CDF of ratio of number of transmissions between QT and AFT for three different event sizes. In the simulation we use 64m x 64m (a = 64m) as the size of level one clusters. From the figure we can see that when the event size is 100m, in about 59.5% of the scenarios QT has trouble in aggregating packets near sources (43.2% of the cases have ratio greater than 1.05), and AFT can reduce the number of transmissions by up to four times. When event size increases, the percentage of "bad cases" decreases and the improvement also decreases. This is because when the size of an event is large, there are more nodes transmitting, and most of the transmissions are contributed by transmitting within level-one clusters. When we normalize the number of transmission, the extra transmissions in "bad cases" are amortized.
There are cases where AFT performs worse than QT in the simulation (1% r-v 2% of the cases the ratio is less than 0.95). This is because there are some nodes that do not have neighbors in transmission range in adjacent clusters, or some clusters do not have any node, due to random deployment. Therefore nodes can not learn whether there are sources in neighboring clusters. This may lead to imperfect forwarding in AFT which leads to higher number of transmissions. Though as described in Section IV-C that neighboring information might be lost when they are propagated on the tree, we do not observe this phenomenon in this simulation due to the regular shape of the event. However on average AFT never performs worse than QT (Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b ). Fig. 11 shows results of the same simulation with ToD and AFT. We show the results of a = 256m as the cluster size.
We use larger cluster size to favor ToD since AFT performs better in smaller cluster size while ToD performs very bad in small cluster in large event size scenarios. For example, when the cluster size is a = 64m and the event size is 6 = 500m, ToD performs very bad compared to AFT. (Fig. 13) . Fig. lla shows that when the event size is small, in 55.4% of the cases ToD performs better than AFT (36.9% with ratio smaller than 0.95). However when the event size increases, ToD performs worse than AFT in 94.1% of the cases (89.7% with ratio greater than 1.05). In ToD, the cluster size has to determined in advance based on the size of events to achieve optimal performance. This simulation shows that the performance of ToD highly depends on the size of clusters and the size of events and is not applicable to all scenarios.
To have better insight on why AFT has lower number of transmissions, we conduct the same set of simulations on a grid network with 100 x 100 nodes in 4096 x 4096 area (to eliminate the effect of missing neighboring information in random topology network as described above), and collect~, the distance between the node at which packets are aggregated and the center of the event, and collect the CDF of~/6, the ratio between the distance and the event size. 
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Ratio of Number of Transmissions (ToO/AFT) (c) b = 500m Fig. 11 . CDF of ratio of number of transmissions between ToD and AFT using a = 256m as the level-one cluster size.
shows the CDF of~/6 in AFT, QT, and ToD. We can see that in AFT,~/ 6 is always bounded by 4, while in QT and ToD they are unbounded (44.8 and 55.8 respectively in this scenario). This shows that AFT can guarantee the aggregation of packets near the sources and therefore effectively reduce the number of transmissions. We do not observe the ratio to reach 2(1 + JI3)~9.22 in this scenario. Therefore we deliberately create scenarios with a = 80m and event size 6 = 81m to simulate the worst case scenarios. We do observe that the ratio could be as high as 7.293. However the ratio is higher than 4 only in less than 1% of the cases. Fig. 14a and 14b shows the average normalized number of transmissions for AFT, QT, and ToD in random deployment scenarios with different cluster size when the event size is 6 = 100m and 6 = 500m. OPT is an off-line algorithm that computes the shortest path tree for data collection. The shortest path tree contains all source nodes and is rooted at a source node closest to the sink. Data are collected and aggregated from leaves to the root on the tree and are forwarded to the sink thereafter. We use it as the optimal an online protocol can achieve. Normalized number of transmissions is the number of total transmissions in the network divided by the number of packets received at the sink. We can see that when the event size is 100m, AFT with cluster size a = 64m performs best among all scenarios, 14.11% better than QT with a = 64m
B. Cluster Size
(the best among all cluster sizes for QT) and 9.81% better than ToD with a = 256m (the best among all cluster sizes for ToD). When the event size is 500m, AFT with a = 64m performs similar (2.63% improvement) to QT with a = 64m, and is 45.44% better than ToD with a = 512m. This shows that AFT is resilient to the size of the event and can perform better than QT and ToD in any circumstance.
C. Amorphous Event
In the next set of simulations we randomly generate events that cover 4, 16, and 64 randomly selected but contiguous level-one clusters (because we assume an event triggers nodes in contiguous clusters) of size 64m x 64m in random deployment scenarios. This simulation simulates scenarios where events are amorphous. Fig. 15 shows the CDF of~/6 for AFT, QT, and ToD. We can see that in scenarios with amorphous event, AFT can bound the ratio to 4 in more than 90% of the cases. For the cases where the ratio exceeds 4 in AFT, most of them are because of the lack of direct connectivity between boundary nodes in adjacent clusters due to the random deployment. In grid network deployment, though with the loss of detailed lower level cluster information as described in Section IV-C, AFT can still bound the ratio within 4 ( Fig.  16 ) over 99% of the cases.
D. Packet Loss
In the last set of simulations we evaluate the impact of packet loss rate on these protocols. All the three evaluated protocols depend on information piggybacked in the packet to determine where to forward packets to. Therefore if packets are lost, the piggybacked information will be lost and it impacts the forwarding decision. Fig. 17 shows the normalized number of transmissions for different packet loss rates in random deployment networks. In the simulation, we use four as the maximum number of retransmissions if packets are lost. From the figure we can see that the trends are similar. The normalized number of transmissions increases as the Packet Loss Rate aggregation point and sources within a constant factor, which is 2(1 +J"I3), of the event size. AFT is a structure with multilevel overlapping clusters that does not incur high maintenance overhead as dynamic structures. These properties guarantee that AFT is a scalable data aggregation structure irrespective of network size and event size. We evaluate its performance by simulations on 32,768 nodes random topology networks and a 10,000 nodes grid network. We show in simulations that AFT does guarantee the bound when neighboring cluster information is available, while other static structure approaches do not. How to guarantee the bound in random deployment with amorphous event where neighboring information can not be reliably collected is our future work. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose AFT, Alternative Forward Tree, and its forwarding rules to bound the distance between an 
